Is biological randomness a statistical physics concept?
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One indication of the relevance of stochastic laws in biology is the fact that genetically
similar cells can behave in very different ways. This suggests an analogy with statistical
physics, in which stochastic laws govern the behavior of large ensembles of particles. Biological randomness has important theoretical and practical consequences in medicine and
may be responsible for the resistance of pathogens or cancer to drug treatment. Modeling
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with methods adapted from physics. Like in physics, biological systems are governed by
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are needed for the study of biological randomness.

Randomness in physics and biology
Randomness, as opposed to determinism,
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not unique, but belongs to a set of different
outcomes. The outcomes are not necessarily
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associating a probability to each outcome.
Randomness does not imply absence of
laws. On the contrary, mathematical models can compute probability distributions
and make statistical predictions. Random#!$$%2+!$%#+&%!-3*)2!%3")$"*/&67%&'"&%3"#%5!%
assessed by conditional probabilities. Randomness and statistical laws are well established concepts in physics, economics and
social sciences. They prevail also in biology,
though in a subtly different way. In this essay
we compare random phenomena in physics
and biology.
Randomness in Physics: Statistical Physics
vs. Quantum Mechanics
The idea that matter is built from constituent
parts (atoms) dates from antiquity (Leucippus, Democritus, Epicurus). Reconciling the
atomistic hypothesis with the macroscopic
bulk properties had been a challenge that
was settled by the kinetic theory of gases, owing to the contributions of Clausius,
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among others. The atoms in this theory
obeyed the laws of Newtonian mechanics.
>,% ;!% ?#!;% &'!% !-"3&% .+$/&/+#$% "#2% 1!*+3/ties of all the atoms in a container, we could
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behaviors of the system. Given that a macroscopic quantity of gas contains on the order of 1023 atoms, it is practically impossible
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system. From a practical point of view, the
motions of the individual atoms are random.
This type of randomness is called apparent
and it stems from our imperfect knowledge
of the system.3% @+;!1!(7%"#% "..(+-/ "&/+#%
was found by averaging over the random
microscopic motion of the constituent particles. The Central Limit Theorem (CLT) en$)(!2% &'"&% ,+(% "% $),43/!#&*6% *"(A!% !#$! 5*!%
+,%."(&/3*!$7%!-"3&%?#+;*!2A!%+,%&'!% /3(+scopic details of the particles’ motion was
unnecessary.
By contrast, the development of Quantum
:!3'"#/3$%/#%&'!%4($&%'"*,%+,%&'!%BC&'%3!#tury, brought about a different kind of randomness in Physics: intrinsic. For a quantum
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the initial state only allows us to predict the
dynamics in terms of probabilities. The phil-

osophical consequences of this intrinsic randomness are still subject to debate, but as a
physical theory, quantum mechanics is well
established and completely agrees with the
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Variation is fundamental in biology. Darwin
describes his theory as “descent with modi43"&/+#E7%$)AA!$&/#A%&'"&%+(A"#/$ $%"(!%$)5mitted to variations and that these variations
are transmitted to offspring. This heritable
variation has been related to changes of the
DNA sequence, generically named mutations. Mutations are subject to the effect of
natural selection that keeps or eliminates
them according to their effect on reproduc&/1!%$)33!$$%F4&#!$$G%/#%"%A/1!#%!#1/(+# !#&D%
An essential feature of Darwin’s thinking
is that mutations do not have a purpose, but
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Although genetic variability is well accepted in biology, the idea that variability and
random changes can occur somewhere else
than in genes was only recently accepted.
In fact, genes do not lead immediately and
unconditionally to protein production. The
protein synthesis is a multi-step process, in
which all of the steps are dependent on the
presence or absence of regulatory proteins
(activators or repressors).4 Furthermore, regulatory proteins can access the genes only
if DNA chromatin unfolds which – similarly
to polymer dynamics in statistical physics –,
depends on multiple stochastic events.5
These changes, called “epigenetic” to distinguish them from mutations consisting in the
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at the scale of the individual cell, protein
production is intermittent, combining quick
and slow random steps.6 The randomness of
the protein levels leads to random choice of
the phenotype and interaction among genes
can render this choice bi- or multi-modal.
For instance, the compound eye of the fruit
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random choices are made by photoreceptor cells of ommatidia to become one of two
possible cell types.7 Stem cells, undifferentiated cells capable of generating part or all
the cell types of a multicellular organism,
are also able to take random bimodal decisions.8
Why is randomness in biology different
from physics?
Fluctuations in biology result from small
numbers
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with numerous actors and internal degrees
of freedom. Like atoms in a statistical physics system, the ensemble is submitted to
random internal interaction and behaves
stochastically. In physics, the central limit
theorem CLT guarantees that microscopic
L)3&)"&/+#$%"(!%"1!("A!2%+)&%"#2%'"1!%*/ ited impact at the macroscopic level. The
applicability of similar ideas to biology was
4($&% 0)!$&/+#!2% 56% =(;/#% Schrödinger, who
noticed that biology deals essentially with
small numbers N of particles.9 Direct application of CLT implies that relative noise
scales with N-1/27%;'/3'% !"#$%&'"&%L)3&)ations are relatively larger at smaller N. As
a matter of fact, biology needs error-correction systems to decrease noise to the N-1/2
limit and below.10 For biological systems, N
is in the range 1-10,000, much smaller than
for physical systems, where N is on the order of 1023. In the absence of error-correc&/+#7% L)3&)"&/+#$% $'+;% ).% "&% "#6% $3"*!$%
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have profound consequences: the defect of
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dramatically change the phenotype and the
uncorrected effect of mutations can lead to
diseases such as cancer.
Heterogeneity of biological systems and
failure of limit theorems
In physics, a general theory called “hydro26#" /3%L)3&)"&/+#$E%;"$%.(+.+$!2%,+(%!-.*"/#/#A% "3(+$3+./3% L)3&)"&/+#$% +,% 3*"$sical and quantum mechanical systems,

independently of the microscopic details
of the system.11 Recently, the hydrodynam/3% &'!+(6% ;"$% $)33!$$,)**6% !-&!#2!2% &+% 2!4#!%&'!%5!'"1/+(%+,%K"3&/1!% "&&!(E%)$!2%"$%"%
paradigm for many biological systems: bird
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4*" !#&$7%!&3D%J%3'"("3&!(/$&/3%+,%"3&/1!% "&ter is the consumption and dissipation of energy at all times. This fundamental fact leads
to intriguing properties such as the possibili&6%+,%A/"#&% "3(+$3+./3%L)3&)"&/+#$D12
However, the applicability of hydrodynamic
theory requires a certain amount of homogeneity in the system. There are numerous
!-" .*!$% /#% 5/+*+A6% ;'!(!% &'/$% /$% #+&% .+$$/5*!7%&'!%5!$&%!-" .*!%5!/#A%&'!%'!&!(+A!neity of cancer. Tumor cell populations are
strongly heterogeneous, meaning that cells
are distributed among genetically and/or
epigenetically different states.13 Under application of drugs, the dynamic equilibrium
is broken and cells in resistant, previously
less competitive states can develop, which
!-.*"/#$% ;'6% '!&!(+A!#!/&6% *!"2$% &+% 2()A%
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development of resistance to antibiotics in
bacteria populations.
Q#!%!-.*"#"&/+#%,+(%&'!%$&(+#A%'!&!(+A!#!ity of these biological systems is what we
call the “inverted hierarchy of timescales”:
in biology, contrary to physics, the micro$3+./3%L)3&)"&/+#$%"(!%"&%*!"$&%"$%$*+;%"$%&'!%
macroscopic ones.14 Indeed, atoms or molecules of non-biological matter have simple
shapes and fast dynamics, whereas in biology sophisticated molecular machines work
slowly at molecular level. Protein synthesis
has several stages, some of them being very
slow.15% P'!% L)3&)"&/+#$% A!#!("&!2% 56% &'!%
slow molecular processes are not averaged
out and generate wide distributions of cell
states. These microscopic distributions have
their own slow dynamics that impact the
macroscopic dynamics of a tissue, organ or
organism.
Conclusion
Given the failure of traditional physics ap.(+"3'!$%&+%!-.*"/#%"**%&'!%"$.!3&$%+,%5/+*+Aical randomness, a new synthesis is needed
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to bring these phenomena together. The new
theory must take into account the impossibility of separating the organization scales,
the wide distribution of cell properties and
the slow dynamics of these distributions. A
number of multi-scale mathematical models
!-/$&%"*(!"267%5"$!2%+#%3+).*/#A%$."&/+R&! poral and structural dynamics. In these models, cells are distributed in space, but also in
a “structure” space of intrinsic properties.16
Alternatively, hybrid stochastic models use
discrete stochastic modeling at the scale of
molecular slow processes and deterministic
continuous modeling at phenotype (macroscopic) level.17 These models are effective
/#% 3".&)(/#A% .(+.!(&/!$% +,% $.!3/43% $6$&! $7%
but are still unable to reveal universal laws
such as those of statistical physics. It may
be that in biological systems, particularities
are more determinant than in physics, and
therefore less amenable to a general model.
@+;!1!(7% .'6$/3/$&$S% 2!4#/&/+#% "#2% )#2!(standing of life is continuously evolving and
the last 20 years have brought new theories
such as hydrodynamics of active matter, theory of stochastic biochemical networks, various types of multiscale modeling. Our understanding of biological heterogeneity and
drug resistance is improving, and hopefully
;/**% $++#% 4#2% "..*/3"&/+#% /#% &"(A!&!2% "#2%
personalized therapies.
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